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Islamic creed - Jinn and Magic - Lesson (1-7): Sorcery
and defraudation
Praise be to Allah, the Lord of Creations, and Peace and blessings be upon our
prophet Muhammad, the faithful and the honest.
Oh, Allah, we know nothing but what You teach us. You are the All- Knower, the
Wise. Oh Allah, teach us what is good for us, and benefit us from what You taught
us, and increase our knowledge. Show us the righteous things as righteous and
help us to do them, and show us the bad things as bad and help us to keep away
from them.
O Allah our Lord, lead us out from the depths of darkness and illusion, unto the
lights of erudition and knowledge, and from the muddy shallows of lusts unto the
heavens of Your Vicinity.
Praise be to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds and may He bless and grant peace to
Muhammad, the Faithful and the Honest.
Glory be to You, we have no knowledge except what you have taught us. Verily, it
is You, the All-Knower, the All-Wise.
Teach us what is beneficial to us and let us benefit from it and increase our
knowledge.
Show us the truth and help us follow it, and show us the untruth and help us avoid
it. Let us be among those who listen and follow the best of what is said. Admit us
by Your Mercy among Your righteous slaves.

Knowing and executing Quran are preferable values:
Dear brothers, breaking away from the series of lectures related to Aqidah
(Creed), I will tackle, by Allah’s decree, the topic of sorcery which has prevailed
lately and spread widely in the Islamic world. Firstly, there should be a preface for
this topic before I dig deeply in it, as it touches a wide social class in our societies.
What is science? The word “science” is a sparkling word about which there are
one thousand and five hundred Ayahs in Quran that talk about it besides talking
about reasoning. Better yet, science is a preferable value in the Quran, Allah says:
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Say: "Are those who know equal to those who know not?" It is only men of
understanding who will remember (i.e. get a lesson from Allah's Signs and
Verses). 
[Az-Zumar, 9]

Allah will exalt in degree those of you who believe, and those who have
been granted knowledge. 
[Al-Mujadilah, 11]

Hence, and according to the Quran, science and deeds are two preferable values
in mankind, whereas according to mundane people, the preferable values are
money, shrewdness, beauty, and power, Allah says:
For all there will be degrees (or ranks) according to what they did. 
[Al-An’am, 132]

Definition of science:
What is science? The concise definition is: Science is the description that is
concordant with reality and supported by a scientific proof. By renouncing the
proof, science will turn into tradition and the latter is not acceptable in Aqidah due
to Allah’s saying:
So know (O Muhammad) that La ilaha ill-Allah (none has the right to be
worshipped but Allah)
[Muhammad, 19]

In this Ayah, Allah didn’t say: say (O Muhammad), rather he said:
So know (O Muhammad) that La ilaha ill-Allah (none has the right to be
worshipped but Allah)
[Muhammad, 19]

If we accept, for the sake of argument, that Allah accepts one’s Aqidah if it is
taken by tradition only, this will indicate that all the deviated sects will survive in the
sight of Allah, as they have heard their leaders in their sects and religions saying
something and they repeat it (and believe in it).
Again, science is the description that is concordant with reality and supported by a
scientific proof. In more details it is defined as: detailed, ascribed, judged, decisive
and evidence-based description which is supported by reality and proved by
evidence.
Ascribed means: when you say: Khaled is generous, in this saying you ascribe
generosity to Khaled, or like when you say Khaled attended, hence you are
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ascribing attendance to Khaled, or when you describe Khaled by saying: Khaled is
brave. Hence, description, judging and ascribing mean to connect one thing to
another, and science, in that aspect, is nothing but a connection, like the
connection between expansion and heat, or expansion and pressure, for this kind
of connection is unquestionable and it is true a hundred per cent.
Unlike science, doubt and delusion and probability are not conclusive, as the three
of which bear possibility of accuracy in different ratios, whereas science should
always be right 100% and there should be no possible mistake in it.
“Metals expand by heat”, this reality is conclusive in all five continents and from
Adam till the Day of Resurrection, furthermore, it is supported by reality and is
evidence-based.
Ignorance is everything that contradicts with reality, who is the ignorant? He is the
one who is filled with wrong statements, and who is benighted within.
These statements are like those which are said by the classy and the so called
“contemporary society” such as: “Immigration is a must”, “Women make half the
society” and so forth. any statement which contradicts with Quran and Sunnah is
considered as ignorance, and that is because it is not supported by reality.
Women are likable, and men are molded to love women, but if the woman
exposed her body in the street, at work, in the factory, and in working place, she
will cause a great embarrassment, not to mention the endless temptation, hence,
any statement against this reality is considered as ignorance.
The ignorant is armed with thousands of statements but they are all wrong.
Again: science is detailed, ascribed, judged, decisive and evidence-based
description which is supported by reality and proved by evidence.

Superstitions and delusions are dangerous in people’s lives:
If we cancel the evidence, science will turn into tradition, if we cancel reality, it will
turn into ignorance, and if we cancel its conclusive nature, it will turn into doubt,
delusion, or possibility.
We have endless statements which contradict with reality, Allah says:
Allah will destroy Riba (usury) 
[Al-Baqarah, 276]

These are the words of the Creator of universes, however, one would say to you:
“usury increases money” despite the Quranic fact that usury destroys money (as
mentioned in the previous Ayah), but this statement are words of mundane people
and it is a statement of ignorance. Allah might give time to him who deals with
usury, but in the end Allah will destroy his money, Allah says:
Allah will destroy Riba (usury) and will give increase for Sadaqat (deeds of
charity, alms, etc.) 
[Al-Baqarah, 276]
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Others might say: spending money on the poor decreases it, however Allah says:
Allah will destroy Riba (usury) 
[Al-Baqarah, 276]

Spending on the poor increases money, and we, as Muslims, consider Quran and
Sunnah our frame of reference, because the Quran is the word of Allah, and
Sunnah is the interpretation of Allah’s words by the infallible (Muhammad PBUH),
Allah says:
And whatsoever the Messenger (Muhammad) gives you, take it, and
whatsoever he forbids you, abstain (from it) 
[Al-Hashr, 7]

Hence, it is so dangerous that superstitions and delusions sneak to the life and
minds of Muslims and that their behavior is affected by deviations. It is the disaster
of all disasters to have doubts, myths, ignorance, and delusions in the minds of
Muslims and to have deviation in their behavior.
Accordingly, consider the outstanding supplication that goes as follows: “Lead us
out from the depths of darkness and illusion unto the lights of erudition and
knowledge, and from the muddy shallows of lusts unto the heavens of Your
Vicinity.”

Most sayings in the Islamic field are rootless delusions:
Believe me dear brothers, if we were to gather all the statements which are
circulating among the Islamic societies, and upon sifting them according to the
measures of Quran and Sunnah, I will not be exaggerating if I say that ninety
percent of them should be disregarded, as they are nothing but rootless delusions.
The common people say (for example): “She is a lucky girl, and this girl is
unlucky”. This statement is meaningless, as Allah exists and everything is up to
His decree, and the word luck does not exist, yet, it is a matter of a good match or
a bad match (between husband and wife), it is a matter of things going easy or
difficult, and it is a matter of bestowing or disciplining, and there are reasons for
each of the two cases, but to refer any hardship to no reasons which lead to it, is a
rejection of Allah’s words, Allah says:
And whatever of misfortune befalls you, it is because of what your hands
have earned. And He pardons much. 
[Ash-Shura, 30]

(What is the matter with you?) When a single disaster smites you, although
you smote (your enemies) with one twice as great, you say: "From where
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does this come to us?" Say (to them), "It is from yourselves (because of your
evil deeds)." 
[Aal-‘Imran, 165]

Whatever book or saying contradicts with Islam is ignorance:
The most important thing in this lecture is that we have the revelation from the
creator of heavens and earth, we have His book (Quran) to which falsehood
cannot come from before it or behind it, and we have the interpretation of this book
(Quran) by the infallible (Muhammad PBUH) who does not speak of (his own)
desire. Thus, any statement you read, any word you hear, or any book you peruse,
which conflict with the words of Allah the Almighty and the authentic Sunnah of his
messenger, are not but ignorance, though the words might be sparkling, attractive
and tickling to the desires of people.
Upon exposing her body, walking in the streets in her best look and showing all
her attractions, the woman will be tickling the desires of people by such acts, and
this will corrupt life and make it full of deviations and temptations.
The topic of this lecture, dear brothers, is related to that aspect. The terms
sorcery, fraud, lying, defamation, delusion, and ignorance are our topic for today
because every week I get a phone call from a person asking a question like the
following: I want to dispel a black magic from such and such person, and bring out
all the demons within, so where should I go? Who is the Shaikh I should resort to?

The prophet PBUH is not addressed by his name:
Firstly: let me tell you that the unseen was hindered from this person who is
Muhammad PBUH, and whom is considered as the master of mankind by all
Muslims, and who is the beloved by the Haq (Allah), and who is the human in the
first rank, and who is in the highest levels and no one could reach his level among
mankind starting with Adam till the Day of Resurrection, and by whose name Allah
swore twice, and even Allah addressed him by saying:
O Prophet! 
[Al-Ahzab, 59]

O Messenger (Muhammad)! 
[Al-Ma’idah’, 67]

Allah didn’t address him by saying: O Muhammad, whereas in so many other
Ayahs Allah addressed prophets by their names:
"O Yahya (John)! 
[Maryam, 12]
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"O Zakariya (Zachariah)! 
[Maryam, 7]

"O 'Iesa (Jesus)! 
[Aal-‘Imran, 55]

"O Musa (Moses)! 
[An-Naml, 9]

Allah didn’t say: O Muhammad, yet He said:
O Prophet (Muhammad)! 
[At-Tahrim, 9]

O Messenger (Muhammad)! 
[Al-Ma’idah’, 67]

The prophet didn’t know the unseen, so it is only normal that no
other person would know it
This honored person, who reached Sidrat-ul-Muntaha [lote-tree of the utmost
boundary (beyond which none can pass)], and who is the closest creature and the
most beloved to Allah the Almighty, was asked by Allah in the Quran to say:
If I had the knowledge of the Ghaib (unseen), I should have secured for
myself an abundance of wealth, and no evil should have touched me. 
[Al-A’raf, 188]

And in another Ayah he was asked to say:
Say (O Muhammad): "I possess no power of benefit or hurt to myself 
[Al-A’raf, 188]

And in another Ayah:
Say: "I fear, if I disobey my Lord, the torment of a Mighty Day." 
[Al-An’am, 15]

So if the master of mankind and the most beloved to Allah possesses no power of
benefit or hurt to himself, then it is rather likely that other people don’t possess that
power, besides, the prophet PBUH didn’t know the unseen, furthermore, he
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abstained from disobeying Allah lest he will be punished by the torment of a Mighty
day as it was mentioned in the following Ayah:
Say: "I fear, if I disobey my Lord, the torment of a Mighty Day." 
[Al-An’am, 15]

((I will not disfigure them so that Allah will not disfigure me, even if I were a
prophet))
[Was mentioned in relic]

Accordingly, how does a fraudulent sorcerer dare to give you the impression that
he knows the unseen? How can he mislead you by the claim of bringing about
benefit or affliction to you? This is the first thing to tackle in this lecture.

The following Ayahs refute the false claims of sorcerers:
Please memorize the following Ayahs:
If I had the knowledge of the Ghaib (unseen), I should have secured for
myself an abundance of wealth, and no evil should have touched me. 
[Al-A’raf, 188]

Allah asks him to say in another Ayah:
Say (O Muhammad): "I possess no power of benefit or hurt to myself 
[Al-A’raf, 188]

And in another Ayah:
Say: "I fear, if I disobey my Lord, the torment of a Mighty Day." 
[Al-An’am, 15]

All the false claims of sorcerers, magicians, soothsayers, liars, tergiversators,
swindlers, frauds and those who make a living through the religion, are refuted in
the light of the previous Ayahs.
Imam Al Shaf’ee said: “I would rather make a living through dance than making a
living through the religion”.
Verify those who make a living through the religion, have purchased a little gain
with the Ayat of Allah, and will be severely punished because they carried on trade
the most sacred thing that people have, they carried on trade people’s aqidah,
people’s religion, and people’s destination, hence:
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((O Ibn Umar, hold on to your religion, your religion is your flesh and blood,
take it from the pious ones, and don’t take it from those who are deviated))
[Was mentioned by Ibn Al Jawzee in “Al Illal Al Mutanahiayh” number 186]

Sorcerers use the devil to cure people claiming to use Quran:
A sorcerer from Darfur, a region in Sudan, said and admitted after he repented to
Allah that he was a misguided and misleading sorcerer and swindler. In part of his
confessions after his repentance he said that he used Al Jinn in his satanic rituals
and bluffing, and he added: “Sorcerers claim to cure people, and they give the
impression that they use Quran for that purpose, but it is not but a false claim, for
they are using the devil who is using them in return and making them do shameful
and Haram acts, like dishonoring the Quran, writing Quranic verses by
menstruation blood or urine near the private parts of a human being, and the devil
even gives the permission to this sorcerer to help him misguide people, and after
doing all these shameful acts, the devil will accept this sorcerer and help him
mislead people by asking them to dishonor the Quran, abandon praying (Salah),
stop fasting, and commit incest, and actually, large numbers of sorcerers are
committing adultery on a daily basis.
A relative to a brother of ours is a sorcerer, and our brother told me unbelievable
acts that he does out of his immoral and debaucherous nature, one of which is that
he spends a month or two impure, without offering any Salah or any act of worship,
moreover, he used to commit adultery with every naive lady who resorts to him to
seek a solution for her problem.
This is a reality, and their presentable appearance disguises the devilish nature
they have.
Those are not but sorcerers, swindlers, liars, deceivers and they use the religion
to make a living besides taking advantage of the simple-mindedness and naivety
of Muslims.
This is a story of a husband who was kidding with his wife by saying that he will
marry a second wife, and though it was nothing but a joke, the wife went to a
swindler Shaikh to write her a Hijab (Talisman) to help her. This is exactly what is
taking place, and I am bringing forth these stories from real life that I live among a
large scale of Muslims who were not enlightened by knowledge.
Those swindlers give people these Talismans that are written in meaningless
words, and they perform moves, say murmurs and ask for stuff like a white rooster
and other funny details for which Allah has sent down no authority, not to mention
the huge amounts of money they ask for.
This sorcerer is a very rich man (the one from Sudan), and his wealth is huge, he
owns eight cars, hefty wealth, he is in the coffee business, in the perfume
business, in the soap business, and he owns millions , I ask Allah to accept his
repentance. This sorcerer said in his shocking confessions that he had learnt the
voodoo practice and black magic in West Africa, specifically in Cameron and
Chad, and after his repentance, he started to dispel all talismans and voodoo
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spells with the right Quranic ways which he knows very well. The talismans provide
(according to him) a shield to protect from weapons and snakes’ bites, and other
spells which use uncompleted verses of Quran with satanic meaningless words
which are taught to human by Jinn. All these practices were done by this swindler
fraud, and all his wealth he collected from sorcery was destroyed by Allah the
Almighty in six months only.

Every affliction on earth is a result of a sin:
His customers (so to speak) are nothing but drug dealers who ask him to write
talismans to protect them from being busted by customs’ agents while they are
smuggling drugs like Heroin and Cocaine. The other type of customers are married
women, as wives or fellow wives ask him to write talismans for them in order to
gain the husband’s love and prevent him from marrying another wife.
If the wife were to apply the prophetic Sunnah by guarding her honor, offering the
five prayers, fasting Ramadan and being submissive to her husband, she would be
admitted to the paradise of her Lord:
((Understand O woman (Go and tell others), and inform the other women.
Indeed a woman's perfection of her relationship with her husband, her
seeking his pleasure, and doing that which he approves of is equivalent to
all of that (i.e. Al Jihad in the cause of Allah).))
[Al Baihakee in Shuab Al Iman, by Asmaa Bint Yazeed Al Ansariyah]

The ironic thing is that I have read a book written by a brother, who used to work
as a manager of one of the prisons in our country, in which he mentioned sixty
three crimes and he followed every crime by the sin that was the reason behind it.
Verify there is no violation committed on earth but is a result of a sin, and there is
no sin committed but is a result of ignorance, and ignorance is the worst enemy of
mankind, and the ignorant hurts himself in ways with which his enemy is unable to
hurt him.
Therefore, most people who make benefit of this swindler are the drug dealers
and wives who are Afraid that their husbands will marry a second wife.
In the book I’ve read which was authored by a manager of a prison in our country,
he mentioned that there are sorceresses as well. there are female sorcerers and
not only males, and there are female swindlers, and witches who also take large
amounts of money and write talismans, say murmurs and meaningless words, and
unreadable writings. These female swindlers are smart enough to ask the wife to
be clean, neat and good looking in front of her husband and to obey, serve and
honor him, and by applying these instructions (which are not but prophetic
instructions) the wife will really gain her husband’s love but she would think that
she gained that love because of the talisman she has got from the sorceress, but
actually she gained that love because of these prophetic instructions, from being
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good to her husband, from being polite with him, from being submissive to him,
and from guarding her honor.
Back to the repentant sorcerer who said: “Voodoo has nothing to do with religion,
but it uses it as a disguise and as an entrapping tool, and the sorcerer wears a
green turban and not a white one in order to give the impression that he is wali
(very pious man), while he is the biggest swindler , fraud and adulterer.

Black magic has nothing to do with the religion or Quran:
Allow me to speak out the bitter truth, and as I see it, it is important that the record
of this lecture should be available to every Muslim, as sorcery is widely spread
beyond any limits, but you might not know this truth.
By Allah, I get complaints on a weekly basis from people about sorcerers and
sorceresses, and swindlers and female swindlers who commit all major sins you
can think of despite their religious appearance which deceives people.
((I am not a deceiver nor will I allow someone to deceive me))
This is an amazing statement, and it means that I am not malice to deceive
others, and I am not gullible to be deceived, and this is how a believer should be,
namely, he doesn’t deceive others and doesn’t let others deceive him.
Back to the sorcerer who said that sorcery has nothing to do with religion or
Quran, and he confessed that he learnt black magic from an Indian sheikh whom
he met on a border land between Nigeria and Chad, and this person happened to
be claim to teach people perfection ’ , and who pretends to be mystical.
These sorcerers use weird Syriac names like “Kharfoosh” which are meaningless
and very far from the Arabic language, and these Syriac words are nothing but the
names of the worst ones among Jinn whom they are dealing with, and in order to
give themselves loftiness, they pretend to be in the presence of Allah the Almighty.
This kind of sorcery is prevailed among Muslims, and in that respect, the prophet
PBUH said:
((I have left among you two matters by holding fast to which, you shall never
be misguided: the Book of God and the Sunna of His Prophet))
[Al Hakem in “Mustadrek”, by Abu Hurairah]

What is right is everything in correspondence with the Quran, and what is
ignorance and wrong is everything that conflicts with the Quran.
There is a phobia among people that someone might cast a spell on them, but
listen to what Allah the Almighty says:
but they could not thus harm anyone except by Allah's Leave.
[Al-Baqarah, 102]
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"Certainly, you shall have no authority over My slaves 
[Al-Hijr, 42]

But when someone is heedless, is away from Allah the Almighty, and is indulged
in lusts and deviations, he will be affected by a magic of a sorcerer. I don’t deny
the existence of black magic, Allah says:
Say: "I seek refuge with (Allah) the Lord of the daybreak, "From the evil of
what He has created; "And from the evil of the darkening (night) as it comes
with its darkness; (or the moon as it sets or goes away). "And from the evil
of the witchcrafts when they blow in the knots, "And from the evil of the
envier when he envies." 
[Al-Falaq, 1-5]

The witches are the ones who blow in the knots. One of the senses of this Ayah is
that the first purpose of the sorcerer is to sabotage the relation between the
husband and wife, which should be strong amongst family members as Allah has
decreed, and the sorcerer does that by giving the wife the impression that her
husband does not love her and that he will get married to a second wife, and as a
result, this wife mistreats her husband, and in return, the husband will hate her,
and thus she thinks that his hatred is because of a spell that is cast on him not
from her carelessness.

Talismans are meaningless and have nothing to do with religion:
Actually there are a lot of details in that assay, and I am conveying to you the
headlines only. This sorcerer said: “We had an agreement with Jinn in cases of
having a rich customer by saying to them: cure his sickness for a while, and with
that we deceive the patient in order to pay us money.
In other cases, when a woman comes to us saying that her husband wants to
marry another woman, we ask her things demanded by Jinn, like bringing hair from
certain parts of her husband’s body, or his nails, or the dirt that he steps on, then
the Jinn ask for a certain condition, like to write Allah’s words with excrement that
is mixed with something else, then the paper will be coiled, and the wife will be
asked to burry it in a cemetery or other certain places, and I for one have done a
lot of evil charms like this for boys and girls, and we had done (me and Jinn) the
unbelievable in that respect.”
Then he added: “a Lot of people wear talismans for certain purposes, some of
which are to protect oneself from envy, from bullets, and from poisonous insects,
however, these talismans have nothing to do with Quran or prophetic Sunnah as it
was proved in most cases, moreover, these talismans are meaningless, they do
not belong to the Quran, the Sunnah or anything else, and they are nothing but
lying, swindling and imposition.”
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He also said: “After leaving that world (black magic) and resorting to Allah and
declaring my repentance, the Satan started to threaten me. I was very rich, I
owned eight cars and huge financial holdings, but I got sick and my children as
well, which wasted my wealth and money”. He used to own ninety three cows as
well, most of which died, hence, Allah has punished him severely.

Repentance and following the divine method solve Muslims’
problems:
Dear brothers, I assume that I am addressing the elite of people in the sight of
Allah, and I don’t suspect that any of you dear brothers can possibly deal with
those people, but I also consider each one of you as an ambassador of this great
religion to those around him, to his elementary educated relatives who are limited
minded, and who have problems which might be solved by resorting to medical aid
or by paying Sadaqa (Alms-giving), but instead, they resort to sorcerers to solve
them.
There will be always domestic issues between the wife and the husband, and if
only the wife knows her Lord, and follows His right path, her husband would love
her, so instead of solving these domestic issues by resorting to the Islamic law and
the exalted prophetic Sunnah, wives resort to a swindler sorcerer.
Allah is my witness that I hear on weekly basis that one or two persons resort to
those sorcerers to solve there so called “problems”, though the latter can be solved
by a sincere repentance, and by following the method of Allah the Almighty.
The assay has so many details that I will disregard, as they are of no importance
to us, but believe me, a large scale of Muslims resort to those sorcerers when they
suffer from a social, financial, or emotional problem, or when they fear a potential
threat, though Allah the Almighty is clear in his Quran when He says:
And thus We do deliver the believers (who believe in the Oneness of Allah,
abstain from evil and work righteousness). 
[Al-Anbiya’, 88]

Allah supports believers and protects them:
Verily, those who say: "Our Lord is Allah (Alone)," and then they Istaqamu ,
on them the angels will descend (at the time of their death) (saying): "Fear
not, nor grieve! But receive the glad tidings of Paradise which you have been
promised! "We have been your friends in the life of this world and are (so) in
the Hereafter. Therein you shall have (all) that your inner-selves desire, and
therein you shall have (all) for which you ask for. "An entertainment from
(Allah), the Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful." 
[Fussilat, 30-32]
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Allah the Almighty eases the heart of the believer, and when He told us about our
Master Yunus (Jonah) He said:
And (remember) Dhan-Nun (Jonah), when he went off in anger, and
imagined that We shall not punish him (i.e. the calamites which had befallen
him)! But he cried through the darkness (saying): La ilaha illa Anta [none has
the right to be worshipped but You (O Allah)], Glorified (and Exalted) are You
[above all that (evil) they associate with You]. Truly, I have been of the
wrong-doers." 
[Al-Anbiya’, 87]

Allah the Almighty also says:
Then if there comes to you guidance from Me, then whoever follows My
Guidance shall neither go astray, nor fall into distress and misery. 
[Ta-Ha, 123]

and whoever follows My Guidance, there shall be no fear on them, nor shall
they grieve. 
[Al-Baqarah, 38]

Allah the Almighty also says:
and verily, Allah is with the believers. 
[Al-Anfal, 19]

He is with them, giving them support, prosperity, victory, and protection, thus lot of
Ayahs ease the heart of the believer:
and (as for) the believers it was incumbent upon Us to help (them). 
[Ar-Rum, 47]

So wait patiently (O Muhammad) for the Decision of your Lord, for verily,
you are under Our Eyes 
[At-Tur, 48]

The Quran and Sunna solve Muslims’ problems not black magic:
Is it acceptable that the words of the creator of universes ease your heart o
believer, yet you resort to sorcerers, magicians, swindlers, liars, opportunists and
religion dealers? Don’t underestimate the sorcerer, as he is shrewd and will give
you a satisfying appearance of his and murmurs like: “Glory be to Allah”, or “O,
son, God bless you”, and the like of religious sayings and false loftiness, while he
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is not but a first class liar and swindler Hence, you should be aware of all that, and
take the following statement of our Master Umar as a motto:
((I am not a deceiver nor I will allow someone to deceive me))
moreover, deal with your problems according to Quran and Sunnah, the prophet
PBUH said:
((Cure the patients amongst you by charity))
[Baihakee in Al Sunnan Al Kubra, by Abudullah Ibn Mas’ood]

In regard of illness, of course charity comes after treatment and taking expedients,
as you should go to the best doctors, take medication as prescribed and then pay
charity, and Allah will meet your needs.
In regard of cordiality between the husband and wife, the solution is in
repentance, and if any wife repents to Allah sincerely, brings to perfection her
religious status, offers her religious duties, and establishes a connection with Allah
the Almighty, Allah would have created affection and mercy between her and her
husband that will not be affected by any accidental incidents.
Hence, cure is within the Quran and Sunnah, however, we should avoid other kind
of misperception with which some people consider certain Surats or Ayahs as cure
for certain illnesses, like considering such Surah for headache, and such Surah for
bringing married couple together, and so forth. This misperception is another side
of swindling and lying. Quran is a guiding frame reference (for Muslims) and not
medication or sedative pills, and it is enough that you follow the Quran in order to
fully reap its fruits.

We should be cautious against sorcerers and swindlers:
Again, I am positive that none of you will do so, thus, whom am I lecturing? This
lecture is for those around you, for people with limited minds, for people with poor
comprehension, and for those who didn’t seek knowledge from authentic sources
and are easily affected by what people say.
Each person has someone around him, who resorts to sorcerers, and how many
they are, and they are everywhere, better yet, people subconsciously guide people
to them by saying for example: “the solution for not bearing children is at such
person”. By Allah who is the only god, I have received a letter from a sister about a
person in another country, who is very famous for treating infertility, and if this
person was positive that the problem is from the husband, he would commit
adultery with her (so that she bear a child), and she gives birth to a child who does
not belong to her husband.
I have so many letters from honorable sisters who insisted on mentioning that in
this lecture, as relatives of theirs were victims to this swindler and adulterer, so
beware dear sisters, as he (and the like of him) might resort to anesthesia, a dark
room, incense and murmurs, and all of which are not but falsity, falsity, falsity.
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I am conveying to you what I know honestly and sincerely in order to avoid being
victims of sorcery, murmurs, superstitions, misguidance, and blackmailing.
This repentant sorcerer (I have mentioned earlier), used to own eight cars, ninety
three cows, six trucks for coffee business, trading of special kind, and a luxurious
life. He used to bring fresh fruits by airplanes every day to eat them with his wives
(and one of them asked for a divorce after his repentance), and he used to have a
huge income from sorcery, lying, and swindling, whereas the prophet PBUH was
poor:
((The prophet PBUH said to me one day: O, Aishah, do you have anything (to
be eaten)? She said: I said: O, Allah’s messenger, we have nothing to eat, so
he said: I will fast then))
[Muslim, by Aishah]

I ask Allah the Almighty to protect all of us from those liars, but the most important
thing in this lecture is to know that Satan will never give help to a sorcerer unless
he leaves performing prayers (Salah) and observing fast (Sawm), and write Quran
by excrement and menstruation blood near to the private parts, and this
manifested the correlation between human and Jinn. Verify, every relation with
Jinn is Haram (forbidden), and whoever uses black magic is charged with infidelity,
and let me ask you: will you ever believe that Jinn could be religious? No way.
Dealing with Jinn is absolutely Haram in the full sense of the word.
Translation : Noora Al Sharabi
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